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Abstract
Natural Language Understanding (NLU) is considered a core component in implementing dialogue systems. NLU has been greatly
enhanced by deep learning techniques such as word embeddings and deep neural network architectures, but current NLP methods for Arabic language dialogue action classification or semantic decoding is mostly based on handcrafted rule-based systems
and methods that use feature engineering, but without the benefit of any form of distributed representation of words. This paper
presents an approach to use deep learning techniques for text classification and Named Entity Recognition for the domain of home
automation in Arabic. To this end, we present an NLU module that can further be integrated with Automatic Speech Recognition
(ASR), a Dialogue Manager (DM) and a Natural Language Generator (NLG) module to build a fully working dialogue system.
The paper further describes our process of collecting and annotating the data, structuring the intent classifier and entity extractor
models, and finally the evaluation of these methods on different benchmarks.
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1. Introduction
Technological advances aim to ease the interaction between users and computer systems and speaking naturally
with the computer is one such form. Although deep learning has revolutionized the natural language processing area
for high-resource languages like English, Arabic is lagging behind in this revolution.
Dialogue systems or conversational agents represent one of the most important applications of Natural Language
Processing, and in particular task-oriented Dialogue Systems as these become a viable solution to automating tasks
such as restaurant reservations and booking airline tickets. Another popular use of task-oriented dialogue systems is
Home Automation. For example, as of mid-20182 Google have reportedly shipped 3.2 million of its Google Home
and Home Mini devices which, in addition to the 2.5 million Echo devices shipped by Amazon in the first quarter of
2018, indicates the popularity of Home Automation assistants.
According to Chen et al. [1] the structure of Task-oriented Dialogue Systems requires a number of components
including Natural Language Understanding or Semantic Decoding, Dialogue State Tracking, Dialogue Policy Learning and Natural Language Generation. The Natural Language Understanding unit represents the main component to
understand the user's input to the dialogue system as it classifies the users intent and extracts the target and desired
settings of this intent.
By reviewing the literature on Arabic language, it appears that Arabic has not received much attention from the
recent state-of-the-art approaches to Natural Language Understanding. Most methods use rule-based systems which
can prove effective for small tasks but cannot scale to real world applications which are complex by nature, and have
a high cost of maintenance [2].
In this paper we present a neural network implementation of a Natural Language Understanding component for
Arabic task-oriented Dialogue Systems; the task that the system will be based on in this case is home automation.
This module is composed of an Intent Classifier and a Slot Tagger that work together as an understanding component
to decode input commands to the Dialogue System.
The structure of this paper is as follows. The process of collecting and annotating the data is discussed in section
3.1. We then describe the system architecture, starting with the Intent Classifier in section 3.2 and the Entity Extractor
in section 3.3. In these sections we demonstrate the potential of using deep learning techniques in text classification
and Named Entity Recognition. Finally, in section 4 we present some evaluation measures for each component.

2. Related Work
There are numerous contributions targeting the English language regarding Neural implementations for Dialogue
Systems. Vinyals et al. [4] presented a general purpose conversational agent that can generate simple and basic conversations, and extract knowledge from a noisy but open-domain dataset by training an end-to-end model. There are also
a number of implementations when it comes to task-oriented Dialogue Systems for tasks such as restaurants search,
airline tickets reservation and home automation. Wen et al. [5] presented a novel neural network-based framework for
task-oriented Dialogue Systems in a restaurant search domain.
For text classification many techniques have been used, such as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). Kim [6]
shows that a CNN can achieve high results on multiple benchmarks and are considered faster than other techniques
such as sequential models which are more commonly applied to these kinds of problems. Some methods combine
both approaches, such as Lee et al. [7].
For Named Entity Recognition Chiu et al. [8] use CNNs to extract features from character embeddings of each
word and then feed these features into a Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) recurrent neural network along with the
vector representation of that word. Other techniques benefit from the relation between sequence labels to enhance
tagging using Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [9] along with CNNs and LSTMs.
Despite all these solutions, a task-oriented Dialogue System has not yet been explored for the Arabic language
using neural networks. In a similar space however, Moubaiddin et al. [10] implemented an Arabic Dialogue System
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Fig. 1: Systems components

intended to interact with hotel customers and generate responses about reserving a hotel room and other services.
However, their approach was to use a grammatical parser that is based on Government Binding Theory [11]. In
another example, a rule-based approach for building a conversational agent was presented by Botta in Abu Ali et
al. [12], who used AIML (Artificial Intelligence Markup Language) to implement a chatbot which was based on the
Egyptian Arabic dialect. Elmadani et al. [13] demonstrated a similar approach to the one proposed in this paper by
presenting an effective dialogue actions classification model using a Support Vector Machine (SVM) as a classification
technique.
3. Method
We implement the language understanding module using two components: The Intent Classifier and the Entity
Extractor. The Intent Classifier was implemented using two neural text classification techniques, which are LSTMs
and CNNs. The Entity Extractor was implemented using a Bidirectional LSTM along with character-based word
embeddings. All models were optimized using Dropout and Early Stopping techniques. Fig. 1. demonstrates the
system components with an example input query (“Hello, turn on the halls air conditioner and close the outer door”)
the system will recognize the intents embedded in the sentence as (Greeting, Inform) and will tag each word with a
label that represents its role in the sentence, O means that the word represents none of the predefined tags.
3.1. Dataset
3.1.1. Data Collection and annotation
Statistical approaches to Dialogue Systems require considerable time and effort when it comes to collecting data,
especially in the case of task-oriented Dialogue Systems since the data needs to be in-domain and carefully labelled.
The main domain of the dialogue application in our case, as mentioned above, is in Home Automation. To collect the
data for this application we used an online survey as there were no available sources for previous labeled datasets in
Arabic oriented to Home Automation. After filtering and labelling the collected data, the result was 768 entries. The
data was labeled using two approaches: the first was to classify the intents in each sentence (this was done directly
in the survey), and in the second approach we labeled sentences according to the Conll-2003 NER format (Sang et
al. [14]). We also used the AQMAR dataset [15], which is a NER corpus extracted from Wikipedia text, and we took
all the PER tags which are examples of people names to extract it along with our entities for a more flexible dialogue
experience.
3.1.2. Data Pre-processing
It is common for Arabic text to have many letters which can be mistaken for others as a result of their visual
similarity, so a common practice among Arabic linguistics is to normalize text, i.e. to group all groups of miswritten
letters together. This may introduce some ambiguity but reduces the complexity of the Arabic text [16].
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Fig. 2: Intent classification using CNN Inspired from Kim [6]

3.1.3. Data Representation
Our approach to modeling is based on neural networks which only work with numeric values. Vectorizing text is
required to transform text to numeric tensors. Text Vectorization can be based on characters, words or n-grams of
words. One form of Text Vectorization is Word Vectors [3] which are a distributional representation of a word’s meaning. Word vectors imply potential relationships, such as contextual closeness, which are captured across collections
of words. The usage of Word Vectors here is beneficial as they accelerate the process of collecting data as the models
require less data to understand a large number of words. We use AraVec [17], a pre-trained word embedding model
for Arabic to represent text data in our models.
3.2. Intent Classifier
This component is responsible for classifying the users intent in order to direct the Dialogue System to the appropriate answer. The data was constructed as a set of sentences each labeled with the intents it contains. The entries in
our collected data was labeled with five intents: greeting, inform, check status, chat, and goodbye.
We applied two neural approaches to implement the intent classifier, namely CNNs and LSTMs, to demonstrate
the potential of these methods in identifying the users intent. Here we describe each model in detail, while the results
are discussed in section 4 with some evaluation measurements.
For both models, input is converted from a sequence of text to a sequence of word embeddings before training.
Word embeddings are fed to the model one at a time and encoded (an internal representation with features that the
models have seen useful for prediction) at the final output point of the model. This approach is known as encoding,
and the output of the encoder is passed through a fully connected sigmoid layer, which computes the probability of
the presence of each intent individually.
3.2.1. CNNs
Kims [6] work on applying convolutional neural networks in sentence classification suggested that a simple CNN
with one layer of convolution performs remarkably well on this task. Inspired by this we implemented a single layer
of convolution to the sentences matrix, where each column represents a sentence as a group of words, and each row
represents the word vector for the current word. Fig. 2. illustrates the general structure of the model with an input
example of (Start the fan at the fourth speed).
z = CNN(x1 , x2 , x3 , ..., xn )
y = σ(z)

(1)

3.2.2. LSTMs
LSTM, or Long Short-Term Memory, as presented by Hochreiter, et al. [18], is considered one of the most powerful
techniques in NLP for the ability to capture long-term relations between parts of some text. This approach has proved
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Fig. 3: Intent classification using LSTM

to be among the most accurate for text classification, as will be shown in section 4. Fig. 3. illustrates the general
structure of the model with an input example (Turn off the light and good night), each cell represents a timestep over
the input sequence.
z = LS T M(x1 , x2 , x3 , ..., xn )

(2)

y = σ(z)

It should be noted that the number of time steps is fixed such that zero padding is applied, where each sentence is
padded with vectors of zeros until it reaches the input word count.
3.3. Entity Extractor
This component extracts the main tags from commands. It works by giving each word in the sentence a label that
identifies its role. For our system we considered five entities to be tagged, namely: Room, Device, Actions applied to
devices, Device Speeds and Person names.
To label entities we added a new representation of the input words which is character generated word embeddings,
these are considered a useful way to handle Out-Of-Vocabulary words (OOV) [19]. Here word embeddings are generated from the sequence of characters that construct the word using a Bidirectional LSTM. Fig.4 shows the Arabic
words (open) characters propagate the model in both forward and backward directions, the characters get encoded in
each cell (diamond shape) until the last cell in each layer, the output of both layers is combined to produce the final
word vector shape The output of the Bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) is combined with the vector representation of the
word (fetched from the pre-trained word embeddings). If the word is not found in the vocabulary, then a special token
<UNK> is assigned to it. This combined vector is passed to a BiLSTM (See Fig.5) that encodes the sentence at each

Fig. 4: Generating character based word embeddings
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Fig. 5: BiLSTM model for Named Entity Recognition

time step, and this encoding is passed to a SoftMax layer that computes a probability distribution over all the entities.
This approach is motivated by Lample et al. [20]. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 illustrate this method visually.
4. Evaluation
The quantitative metrics of F-Score, precision, recall, and accuracy were used to evaluate our Intent Classifier and
Entity Extractor models, for both components, the data was divided to train and test sets with 70%, 30% respectively.
We ran number of experiments to determine the best number of layers regarding using the CNN and the LSTM in
text classification for our case, table. 1 shows that the option of using one layer for the CNN and two layers for the
LSTM achieved the highest results for both cases.
Table 1: Intent classification with CNN and LSTM: number of layers optimization
Architecture + Layers

Accuracy

F-Score

Precision

Recall

CNN 1 layer
CNN 2 layers
LSTM 1 layer
LSTM 2 layers

97.29
78.24
95.3
96.33

94.17
84.85
90.07
92.25

96.4
96.86
90.6
92.29

92.14
75.65
89.62
92.22

Table. 2 shows that the CNN performance is generally better than the LSTM when applied to the dataset mentioned
earlier. This shows the potential of such methods for text classification in Arabic.
Table 2: CNN vs RNN for Intent Classification tests results.

Model Type

Accuracy

F-Score

Precision

Recall

CNN
LSTM

97.29
96.33

94.17
92.25

96.4
92.29

92.14
92.22

Table. 3 shows the results of the Entity Extraction model which includes char embeddings fed to a BiLSTM
network. Usage of the BiLSTM allows for capturing the patterns that each entity occurs in, and the character generated
word embeddings enhance the model by capturing the meaning of Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV) words. Table. 3 shows
that using Char Embeddings results in a high increase in the measures. Comparing to other results shown in Elmadany
et, al. [13] our approach’s result surpasses all of them.
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Table 3: Entity Extraction Evaluation tests results

Model Type

Accuracy

F-Score

Precision

Recall

BiLSTM
BiLSTM + Char Embeddings

95.05
97.81

90.00
94.00

88.00
92.00

91.00
95.00

5. Conclusion and Future Works
In this paper we presented a neural network approach to implementing a Natural Language Understanding unit for
Arabic task-oriented Dialogue Systems. Towards our task of home automation, we collected and labeled a dataset to
be used for training and testing the models. We used state-of-the-art neural network text classification techniques of
CNN and LSTM to classify the users intent. Both of the intent classification implementations were benchmarked and
the results of the benchmark indicated that the LSTM performance with an F-Score of 92.01 was slightly better than
the CNNs performance. For extracting the user targets and goals from the input, we used a combined representation
of word embeddings and character based word embeddings which are fed later to a Bidirectional LSTM network. The
BiLSTM with the Char Embeddings model achieved a high F-Score of 94.0 which implies that its performance is
very similar to current Named Entity Recognition benchmarks in English. In future work, our Natural Language Understanding module can be integrated with Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) and Natural Language Generation
(NLG) modules to yield an efficient task oriented Dialogue System.
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